
Iterative ImprovementIterative Improvement

Algorithm design technique for solving optimization problemsAlgorithm design technique for solving optimization problems

�� Start with a feasible solutionStart with a feasible solution
�� Repeat the following step until no improvement can be found:Repeat the following step until no improvement can be found:

•• change the current feasible solution to a feasible solution with a betterchange the current feasible solution to a feasible solution with a better
value of the objective functionvalue of the objective function

�� Return the last feasible solution as optimalReturn the last feasible solution as optimal

Note: Typically, a change in a current solution is “small” (Note: Typically, a change in a current solution is “small” (locallocal
searchsearch))

Major difficulty: Local optimum vs. global optimumMajor difficulty: Local optimum vs. global optimum
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Important ExamplesImportant Examples

�� simplex methodsimplex method

�� FordFord--Fulkerson algorithm for maximum flow problemFulkerson algorithm for maximum flow problem

�� maximum matching of graph verticesmaximum matching of graph vertices

�� GaleGale--Shapley algorithm for the stable marriage problemShapley algorithm for the stable marriage problem

�� local search heuristicslocal search heuristics
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Linear ProgrammingLinear Programming

Linear programmingLinear programming (LP) problem is to optimize a linear function(LP) problem is to optimize a linear function
of several variables subject to linear constraints:of several variables subject to linear constraints:

maximize (or minimize)maximize (or minimize) cc11 xx11 + ...+ c+ ...+ cnn xxnn

subject tosubject to aaii 11xx11+ ...+ a+ ...+ ainin xxnn ≤≤ (or(or ≥≥ or =)or =) bbii , i =, i = 1,...,1,...,mm
xx11 ≥≥ 00, ... , x, ... , xnn ≥≥ 00

The functionThe function z = cz = c11 xx11 + ...+ c+ ...+ cnn xxnn is called theis called the objective functionobjective function;;
constraintsconstraints xx11 ≥≥ 00, ... , x, ... , xnn ≥≥ 0 are called0 are called nonnegativity constraintsnonnegativity constraints
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ExampleExample

maximize    3x + 5ymaximize    3x + 5y
subject to      x +   ysubject to      x +   y ≤≤ 44

x + 3yx + 3y ≤≤ 66
xx ≥≥ 0,  y0,  y ≥≥ 00

x

y

( 0, 2 )

( 0, 0 ) ( 4, 0 )

( 3, 1 )

x + y = 4

x + 3y = 6
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x

y

( 0, 2 )

( 0, 0 ) ( 4, 0 )

( 3, 1 )

x + y = 4

x + 3y = 6

Feasible regionFeasible region is theis the
set of points definedset of points defined
by the constraintsby the constraints
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Geometric solutionGeometric solution

maximizemaximize 3x + 5y3x + 5y
subject tosubject to x +   yx +   y ≤≤ 44

x + 3yx + 3y ≤≤ 66
xx ≥≥ 0,  y0,  y ≥≥ 00

Optimal solution: x = 3, y = 1Optimal solution: x = 3, y = 1
x

y

( 0, 2 )

( 0, 0 ) ( 4, 0 )

( 3, 1 )

3x + 5y = 10

3x + 5y = 14

3x + 5y = 20
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Extreme Point TheoremExtreme Point Theorem Any LP problem with a nonempty boundedAny LP problem with a nonempty bounded
feasible region has an optimal solution; moreover, an optimal solution canfeasible region has an optimal solution; moreover, an optimal solution can
always be found at analways be found at an extreme pointextreme point of the problem's feasible region.of the problem's feasible region.
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3 possible outcomes in solving an LP problem3 possible outcomes in solving an LP problem

�� has a finite optimal solution, which may no be uniquehas a finite optimal solution, which may no be unique

�� unboundedunbounded: the objective function of maximization: the objective function of maximization
(minimization) LP problem is unbounded from above(minimization) LP problem is unbounded from above
(below) on its feasible region(below) on its feasible region

�� infeasibleinfeasible: there are no points satisfying all the constraints,: there are no points satisfying all the constraints,
i.e. the constraints are contradictoryi.e. the constraints are contradictory
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The Simplex MethodThe Simplex Method

�� The classic method for solving LP problems;The classic method for solving LP problems;
one of the most important algorithms ever inventedone of the most important algorithms ever invented

�� Invented by George Dantzig in 1947Invented by George Dantzig in 1947

�� Based on the iterative improvement idea:Based on the iterative improvement idea:
Generates a sequence of adjacent points of theGenerates a sequence of adjacent points of the
problem’s feasible region with improving values of theproblem’s feasible region with improving values of the
objective function until no further improvement isobjective function until no further improvement is
possiblepossible
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Standard form of LP problemStandard form of LP problem

�� must be a maximization problemmust be a maximization problem
�� all constraints (except the nonnegativity constraints) must beall constraints (except the nonnegativity constraints) must be

in the form of linear equationsin the form of linear equations
�� all the variables must be required to be nonnegativeall the variables must be required to be nonnegative

Thus, the general linear programming problem in standardThus, the general linear programming problem in standard
form withform with mm constraints andconstraints and nn unknowns (unknowns (nn ≥≥ mm) is) is

maximizemaximize cc11 xx11 + ...+ c+ ...+ cnn xxnn
subject tosubject to aaii 11xx11+ ...+ a+ ...+ ainin xxnn == bbii ,  i =,  i = 1,...,1,...,mm,,

xx11 ≥≥ 00, ... , x, ... , xnn ≥≥ 00

Every LP problem can be represented in such formEvery LP problem can be represented in such form
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ExampleExample

maximize   3maximize   3xx + 5+ 5yy maximize 3maximize 3xx + 5+ 5yy + 0+ 0uu + 0+ 0vv
subject tosubject to xx ++ yy ≤≤ 4                subject to4                subject to xx ++ yy ++ uu = 4= 4

xx + 3+ 3yy ≤≤ 66 xx + 3+ 3yy ++ vv = 6= 6
xx≥≥0,0, yy≥≥00 xx≥≥0,0, yy≥≥0,0, uu≥≥0,0, vv≥≥00

VariablesVariables uu andand vv, transforming inequality constraints into, transforming inequality constraints into
equality constrains, are calledequality constrains, are called slack variablesslack variables
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Basic feasible solutionsBasic feasible solutions

AA basic solutionbasic solution to a system ofto a system of mm linear equations inlinear equations in nn unknowns (unknowns (nn ≥≥ mm) is) is
obtained by settingobtained by setting nn –– mm variables to 0 and solving the resulting system to getvariables to 0 and solving the resulting system to get
the values of the otherthe values of the other mm variables.  The variables set to 0 are calledvariables.  The variables set to 0 are called nonbasicnonbasic;;
the variables obtained by solving the system are calledthe variables obtained by solving the system are called basicbasic..
A basic solution is calledA basic solution is called feasiblefeasible if all its (basic) variables are nonnegative.if all its (basic) variables are nonnegative.

ExampleExample x +   y + ux +   y + u = 4= 4
x +x + 33y        + vy        + v = 6= 6

(0,  0,  4,  6) is basic feasible solution(0,  0,  4,  6) is basic feasible solution
((xx,, yy are nonbasic;are nonbasic; uu,, vv are basic)are basic)

There is a 1There is a 1--1 correspondence between extreme points of LP’s feasible region1 correspondence between extreme points of LP’s feasible region
and its basic feasible solutions.and its basic feasible solutions.
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Simplex TableauSimplex Tableau

maximizemaximize zz = 3= 3xx + 5+ 5yy + 0+ 0uu + 0+ 0vv
subject tosubject to xx ++ yy ++ uu = 4= 4

xx + 3+ 3yy ++ vv = 6= 6
xx≥≥0,0, yy≥≥0,0, uu≥≥0,0, vv≥≥00

1 1 1 0 4

1 3 0 1 6

3 5 0 0 0

x y u v

u

v
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xx + 3+ 3yy ++ vv = 6= 6
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basicbasic
variablesvariables

objective rowobjective row

basic feasiblebasic feasible solutionsolution

(0, 0, 4, 6)(0, 0, 4, 6)

1 1 1 0 4

1 3 0 1 6

3 5 0 0 0

x y u v

u

v

value ofvalue of zz at (0, 0, 4, 6)at (0, 0, 4, 6)
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Outline of the Simplex MethodOutline of the Simplex Method

Step 0 [Initialization]  Present a given LP problem in standard form andStep 0 [Initialization]  Present a given LP problem in standard form and
set up initial tableau.set up initial tableau.

Step 1 [Optimality test] If all entries in the objective row are nonnegativeStep 1 [Optimality test] If all entries in the objective row are nonnegative ——
stop: the tableau represents an optimal solution.stop: the tableau represents an optimal solution.

Step 2 [Find entering variable] Select (the most) negative entry in theStep 2 [Find entering variable] Select (the most) negative entry in the
objective row.  Mark its column to indicate theobjective row.  Mark its column to indicate the
entering  variable and the pivot column.entering  variable and the pivot column.

Step 3 [Find departing variable]  For each positive entry in the pivot column,Step 3 [Find departing variable]  For each positive entry in the pivot column,
calculate thecalculate the θθ--ratio by dividing that row's entry in the rightmost column by itsratio by dividing that row's entry in the rightmost column by its
entry in the pivot column.  (If there are no positive entries in the pivot columnentry in the pivot column.  (If there are no positive entries in the pivot column ——
stop:stop: the problem is unbounded.)  Find the row with the smallestthe problem is unbounded.)  Find the row with the smallest θθ--ratio, mark thisratio, mark this
row to indicate the departing variable and the pivot row.row to indicate the departing variable and the pivot row.

Step 4 [Form the next tableau] Divide all the entries in the pivot row by its entry inStep 4 [Form the next tableau] Divide all the entries in the pivot row by its entry in
the pivot column. Subtract from each of the other rows, including the objective row,the pivot column. Subtract from each of the other rows, including the objective row,
the new pivot row multiplied by the entry in the pivot column of the row inthe new pivot row multiplied by the entry in the pivot column of the row in
question. Replace the label of the pivot row by the variable's name of the pivotquestion. Replace the label of the pivot row by the variable's name of the pivot
column and go back to Step 1.column and go back to Step 1.
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Example of Simplex Method ApplicationExample of Simplex Method Application

1 1 1 0 4

1 3 0 1 6

3 5 0 0 0

x y u v

u

v

maximizemaximize zz = 3= 3xx + 5+ 5yy + 0+ 0uu + 0+ 0vv
subject tosubject to xx ++ yy ++ uu = 4= 4

xx + 3+ 3yy ++ vv = 6= 6
xx≥≥0,0, yy≥≥0,0, uu≥≥0,0, vv≥≥00

2
3 0 1 1

3 2

1
3

1 0 1
3 2

4
3 0 0 5

3 10

x y u v

u

y

1 0 3/2 1/3 3

0 1 1/2 1/2 1

0 0 2 1 14

x y u v

x

y
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xx + 3+ 3yy ++ vv = 6= 6
xx≥≥0,0, yy≥≥0,0, uu≥≥0,0, vv≥≥00
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xx + 3+ 3yy ++ vv = 6= 6
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basic feasiblebasic feasible sol.sol.
(0, 0, 4, 6)(0, 0, 4, 6)

z =z = 00

basic feasiblebasic feasible sol.sol.
(0, 2, 2, 0)(0, 2, 2, 0)

z =z = 1010

basic feasiblebasic feasible sol.sol.
(3, 1, 0, 0)(3, 1, 0, 0)

z =z = 1414
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Notes on the Simplex MethodNotes on the Simplex Method

�� Finding an initial basic feasible solution may pose a problemFinding an initial basic feasible solution may pose a problem

�� Theoretical possibility of cyclingTheoretical possibility of cycling

�� Typical number of iterations is betweenTypical number of iterations is between mm and 3and 3mm, where, where mm isis
the number of equality constraints in the standard formthe number of equality constraints in the standard form

�� WorseWorse--case efficiency is exponentialcase efficiency is exponential

�� More recentMore recent interiorinterior--point algorithmspoint algorithms such assuch as Karmarkar’sKarmarkar’s
algorithmalgorithm (1984) have polynomial worst(1984) have polynomial worst--case efficiency andcase efficiency and
have performed competitively with the simplex method inhave performed competitively with the simplex method in
empirical testsempirical tests
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Maximum Flow ProblemMaximum Flow Problem
Problem of maximizing the flow of a material through aProblem of maximizing the flow of a material through a
transportation network (e.g., pipeline system, communicationstransportation network (e.g., pipeline system, communications
or transportation networks)or transportation networks)

Formally represented by a connected weighted digraph withFormally represented by a connected weighted digraph with nn
vertices numbered from 1 tovertices numbered from 1 to nn with the following properties:with the following properties:

•• contains exactly one vertex with no entering edges, calledcontains exactly one vertex with no entering edges, called
thethe sourcesource (numbered 1)(numbered 1)

•• contains exactly one vertex with no leaving edges, calledcontains exactly one vertex with no leaving edges, called
thethe sinksink (numbered(numbered nn))

•• has positive integer weighthas positive integer weight uuijij on eachon each directed edgedirected edge ((i.ji.j)),,
called thecalled the edge capacityedge capacity,  indicating the upper bound on,  indicating the upper bound on
the amount of the material that can be sent fromthe amount of the material that can be sent from ii toto jj
through this edgethrough this edge
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Example of Flow NetworkExample of Flow Network

1 2 3

5

2 25

3
4

Source
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Definition of a FlowDefinition of a Flow

AA flowflow is an assignment of real numbers xis an assignment of real numbers xijij to edges (to edges (ii,,jj) of a) of a
given network that satisfy the following:given network that satisfy the following:
�� flowflow--conservation requirementsconservation requirements

The total amount of material entering an intermediateThe total amount of material entering an intermediate
vertex must be equal to the total amount of the materialvertex must be equal to the total amount of the material
leaving the vertexleaving the vertex

�� capacity constraintscapacity constraints
00 ≤≤ xxijij ≤≤ uuijij for every edge (for every edge (i,ji,j)) �� EE
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vertex must be equal to the total amount of the materialvertex must be equal to the total amount of the material
leaving the vertexleaving the vertex

�� capacity constraintscapacity constraints
00 ≤≤ xxijij ≤≤ uuijij for every edge (for every edge (i,ji,j)) �� EE

∑∑ xxjiji == ∑∑ xxijij forfor i =i = 2,3,…,2,3,…, nn--11
j:j: ((j,ij,i))   E       j:E       j: ((i,ji,j))   EE
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Flow value and Maximum Flow ProblemFlow value and Maximum Flow Problem

Since no material can be lost or added to by going throughSince no material can be lost or added to by going through
intermediate vertices of the network, the total amount of theintermediate vertices of the network, the total amount of the
material leaving the source must end up at the sink:material leaving the source must end up at the sink:

∑∑ xx11jj == ∑∑ xxjnjn

TheThe valuevalue of the flow is defined as the total outflow from theof the flow is defined as the total outflow from the
source (= the total inflow into the sink).source (= the total inflow into the sink).

TheThe maximum flow problemmaximum flow problem is to find a flow of the largestis to find a flow of the largest
value (maximum flow) for a given network.value (maximum flow) for a given network.

j:j: (1(1,j,j))   E          j:E          j: ((j,nj,n))   EE
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Since no material can be lost or added to by going throughSince no material can be lost or added to by going through
intermediate vertices of the network, the total amount of theintermediate vertices of the network, the total amount of the
material leaving the source must end up at the sink:material leaving the source must end up at the sink:

∑∑ xx11jj == ∑∑ xxjnjn

TheThe valuevalue of the flow is defined as the total outflow from theof the flow is defined as the total outflow from the
source (= the total inflow into the sink).source (= the total inflow into the sink).

TheThe maximum flow problemmaximum flow problem is to find a flow of the largestis to find a flow of the largest
value (maximum flow) for a given network.value (maximum flow) for a given network.
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MaximumMaximum--Flow Problem as LP problemFlow Problem as LP problem

MaximizeMaximize vv == ∑∑ xx11jj
j:j: (1(1,j,j)) �� EE

subject tosubject to

∑∑ xxjiji -- ∑∑ xxijij == 00 forfor i =i = 2, 3,…,2, 3,…,nn--11
j:j: ((j,ij,i))  E     j:E     j: ((i,ji,j))  EE
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j:j: ((j,ij,i))  E     j:E     j: ((i,ji,j))  EE

00 ≤≤ xxijij ≤≤ uuijij for every edge (for every edge (ii,,jj))  EE
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Augmenting Path (FordAugmenting Path (Ford--Fulkerson) MethodFulkerson) Method

�� Start with the zero flow (Start with the zero flow (xxijij = 0 for every edge)= 0 for every edge)

�� On each iteration, try to find aOn each iteration, try to find a flowflow--augmenting pathaugmenting path fromfrom
source to sink, which a path along which some additionalsource to sink, which a path along which some additional
flow can be sentflow can be sent

�� If a flowIf a flow--augmenting path is found, adjust the flow alongaugmenting path is found, adjust the flow along
the edges of this path to get a flow of increased value andthe edges of this path to get a flow of increased value and
try againtry again

�� If no flowIf no flow--augmenting path is found, the current flow isaugmenting path is found, the current flow is
maximummaximum
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�� Start with the zero flow (Start with the zero flow (xxijij = 0 for every edge)= 0 for every edge)

�� On each iteration, try to find aOn each iteration, try to find a flowflow--augmenting pathaugmenting path fromfrom
source to sink, which a path along which some additionalsource to sink, which a path along which some additional
flow can be sentflow can be sent

�� If a flowIf a flow--augmenting path is found, adjust the flow alongaugmenting path is found, adjust the flow along
the edges of this path to get a flow of increased value andthe edges of this path to get a flow of increased value and
try againtry again

�� If no flowIf no flow--augmenting path is found, the current flow isaugmenting path is found, the current flow is
maximummaximum
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Example 1Example 1

1 2 3

5

0/2 0/20/5

0/3 0/4
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1 2 3

4

6
0/2 0/2

0/3
0/1

0/5

Augmenting path:
1→2 →3 →6

xij/uij
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1 2 3

5

2/2 2/22/5

0/3 0/4

Example 1 (cont.)Example 1 (cont.)
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1 2 3

4

6
2/2 2/2

0/3
0/1

2/5

Augmenting path:
1 →4 →3←2 →5 →6
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1 2 3

5

2/2 2/21/5

1/3 1/4

Example 1 (maximum flow)Example 1 (maximum flow)
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1 2 3

4

6
2/2 2/2

1/3
1/1

1/5

max flow value = 3
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Finding a flowFinding a flow--augmenting pathaugmenting path

To find a flowTo find a flow--augmenting path for a flow x, consider paths fromaugmenting path for a flow x, consider paths from
source to sink in the underlyingsource to sink in the underlying undirectedundirected graph in which anygraph in which any
two consecutive verticestwo consecutive vertices ii,,jj are either:are either:

•• connected by a directed edge (connected by a directed edge (ii toto jj) with some positive) with some positive
unused capacityunused capacity rrijij == uuijij –– xxijij
–– known asknown as forward edgeforward edge ((   ))

OROR
•• connected by a directed edge (connected by a directed edge (jj toto ii) with positive flow) with positive flow xxjiji
–– known asknown as backward edgebackward edge ((   ))

If a flowIf a flow--augmenting path is found, the current flow can beaugmenting path is found, the current flow can be
increased byincreased by rr units by increasingunits by increasing xxijij byby rr on each forward edgeon each forward edge
and decreasingand decreasing xxjiji byby rr on each backward edge, whereon each backward edge, where

r  =r  = min {min {rrijij on all forward edges,on all forward edges, xxjiji on all backward edges}on all backward edges}
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To find a flowTo find a flow--augmenting path for a flow x, consider paths fromaugmenting path for a flow x, consider paths from
source to sink in the underlyingsource to sink in the underlying undirectedundirected graph in which anygraph in which any
two consecutive verticestwo consecutive vertices ii,,jj are either:are either:

•• connected by a directed edge (connected by a directed edge (ii toto jj) with some positive) with some positive
unused capacityunused capacity rrijij == uuijij –– xxijij
–– known asknown as forward edgeforward edge ((   ))

OROR
•• connected by a directed edge (connected by a directed edge (jj toto ii) with positive flow) with positive flow xxjiji
–– known asknown as backward edgebackward edge ((   ))

If a flowIf a flow--augmenting path is found, the current flow can beaugmenting path is found, the current flow can be
increased byincreased by rr units by increasingunits by increasing xxijij byby rr on each forward edgeon each forward edge
and decreasingand decreasing xxjiji byby rr on each backward edge, whereon each backward edge, where

r  =r  = min {min {rrijij on all forward edges,on all forward edges, xxjiji on all backward edges}on all backward edges}
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Finding a flowFinding a flow--augmenting path (cont.)augmenting path (cont.)

�� Assuming the edge capacities are integers,Assuming the edge capacities are integers, rr is a positiveis a positive
integerinteger

�� On each iteration, the flow value increases by at least 1On each iteration, the flow value increases by at least 1

�� Maximum value is bounded by the sum of the capacities ofMaximum value is bounded by the sum of the capacities of
the edges leaving the source; hence the augmentingthe edges leaving the source; hence the augmenting--pathpath
method has to stop after a finite number of iterationsmethod has to stop after a finite number of iterations

�� The final flow is always maximum, its value doesn’t dependThe final flow is always maximum, its value doesn’t depend
on a sequence of augmenting paths usedon a sequence of augmenting paths used
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�� Assuming the edge capacities are integers,Assuming the edge capacities are integers, rr is a positiveis a positive
integerinteger

�� On each iteration, the flow value increases by at least 1On each iteration, the flow value increases by at least 1

�� Maximum value is bounded by the sum of the capacities ofMaximum value is bounded by the sum of the capacities of
the edges leaving the source; hence the augmentingthe edges leaving the source; hence the augmenting--pathpath
method has to stop after a finite number of iterationsmethod has to stop after a finite number of iterations

�� The final flow is always maximum, its value doesn’t dependThe final flow is always maximum, its value doesn’t depend
on a sequence of augmenting paths usedon a sequence of augmenting paths used
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Performance degeneration of the methodPerformance degeneration of the method

�� The augmentingThe augmenting--path method doesn’t prescribe a specificpath method doesn’t prescribe a specific
way for generating flowway for generating flow--augmenting pathsaugmenting paths

�� Selecting a bad sequence of augmenting paths could impactSelecting a bad sequence of augmenting paths could impact
the method’s efficiencythe method’s efficiency

Example 2Example 2
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�� The augmentingThe augmenting--path method doesn’t prescribe a specificpath method doesn’t prescribe a specific
way for generating flowway for generating flow--augmenting pathsaugmenting paths

�� Selecting a bad sequence of augmenting paths could impactSelecting a bad sequence of augmenting paths could impact
the method’s efficiencythe method’s efficiency

Example 2Example 2

4

2

1 3

0/U 0/U

0/1

0/U0/U

U = large positive integer
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Example 2 (cont.)Example 2 (cont.)

4

2

1 3

0/U 0/U

0/1

0/U0/U
4

2

1 3

1/U 0/U

1/1

1/U0/U
11  22  44  33

11  44  22  33

V=1V=1
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4

2

1 3

U/U U/U

0/1

U/UU/U
4

2

1 3

1/U 1/U

0/1

1/U1/U

11  44  22  33

V=2V=2
V=2UV=2U

   

Requires 2U iterations to reachRequires 2U iterations to reach
maximum flow of value 2Umaximum flow of value 2U
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ShortestShortest--AugmentingAugmenting--Path AlgorithmPath Algorithm

Generate augmenting path with the least number of edges byGenerate augmenting path with the least number of edges by
BFS as follows.BFS as follows.
Starting at the source, perform BFS traversal  by marking newStarting at the source, perform BFS traversal  by marking new
(unlabeled) vertices with two labels:(unlabeled) vertices with two labels:

•• first labelfirst label –– indicates the amount of additional flow thatindicates the amount of additional flow that
can be brought from the source to the vertex being labeledcan be brought from the source to the vertex being labeled

•• second labelsecond label –– indicates the vertex from which the vertexindicates the vertex from which the vertex
being labeled was reached, with “+” or  “being labeled was reached, with “+” or  “––”  added to the”  added to the
second label to indicate whether the vertex was reached viasecond label to indicate whether the vertex was reached via
a forward or backward edgea forward or backward edge
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Generate augmenting path with the least number of edges byGenerate augmenting path with the least number of edges by
BFS as follows.BFS as follows.
Starting at the source, perform BFS traversal  by marking newStarting at the source, perform BFS traversal  by marking new
(unlabeled) vertices with two labels:(unlabeled) vertices with two labels:

•• first labelfirst label –– indicates the amount of additional flow thatindicates the amount of additional flow that
can be brought from the source to the vertex being labeledcan be brought from the source to the vertex being labeled

•• second labelsecond label –– indicates the vertex from which the vertexindicates the vertex from which the vertex
being labeled was reached, with “+” or  “being labeled was reached, with “+” or  “––”  added to the”  added to the
second label to indicate whether the vertex was reached viasecond label to indicate whether the vertex was reached via
a forward or backward edgea forward or backward edge
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Vertex labelingVertex labeling

�� The source is always labeled withThe source is always labeled with ∞,∞,--

�� All other vertices are labeled as follows:All other vertices are labeled as follows:
•• If unlabeled vertexIf unlabeled vertex jj is connected to the front vertexis connected to the front vertex ii ofof

the traversal queue by a directed edge fromthe traversal queue by a directed edge from ii toto jj withwith
positive unused capacitypositive unused capacity rrijij = u= uijij ––xxijij (forward edge),(forward edge),
vertexvertex jj is labeled withis labeled with lljj,i,i++, where, where lljj = min{= min{llii, r, rijij}}

•• If unlabeled vertexIf unlabeled vertex jj is connected to the front vertexis connected to the front vertex ii ofof
the traversal queue by a directed edge fromthe traversal queue by a directed edge from jj toto ii withwith
positive flowpositive flow xxjiji (backward edge), vertex(backward edge), vertex jj is labeledis labeled lljj,i,i--,,
wherewhere lljj = min{= min{llii, x, xjiji}}
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�� The source is always labeled withThe source is always labeled with ∞,∞,--

�� All other vertices are labeled as follows:All other vertices are labeled as follows:
•• If unlabeled vertexIf unlabeled vertex jj is connected to the front vertexis connected to the front vertex ii ofof

the traversal queue by a directed edge fromthe traversal queue by a directed edge from ii toto jj withwith
positive unused capacitypositive unused capacity rrijij = u= uijij ––xxijij (forward edge),(forward edge),
vertexvertex jj is labeled withis labeled with lljj,i,i++, where, where lljj = min{= min{llii, r, rijij}}

•• If unlabeled vertexIf unlabeled vertex jj is connected to the front vertexis connected to the front vertex ii ofof
the traversal queue by a directed edge fromthe traversal queue by a directed edge from jj toto ii withwith
positive flowpositive flow xxjiji (backward edge), vertex(backward edge), vertex jj is labeledis labeled lljj,i,i--,,
wherewhere lljj = min{= min{llii, x, xjiji}}
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Vertex labeling (cont.)Vertex labeling (cont.)

�� If the sink ends up being labeled, the current flow can beIf the sink ends up being labeled, the current flow can be
augmented by the amount indicated by the sink’s first labelaugmented by the amount indicated by the sink’s first label

�� The augmentation of the current flow is performed along theThe augmentation of the current flow is performed along the
augmenting path traced by following the vertex second labelsaugmenting path traced by following the vertex second labels
from sink to source; the current flow quantities are increasedfrom sink to source; the current flow quantities are increased
on the forward edges and decreased on the backward edgeson the forward edges and decreased on the backward edges
of this pathof this path

�� If the sink remains unlabeled after the traversal queueIf the sink remains unlabeled after the traversal queue
becomes empty, the algorithm returns the current flow asbecomes empty, the algorithm returns the current flow as
maximum and stopsmaximum and stops
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�� If the sink ends up being labeled, the current flow can beIf the sink ends up being labeled, the current flow can be
augmented by the amount indicated by the sink’s first labelaugmented by the amount indicated by the sink’s first label

�� The augmentation of the current flow is performed along theThe augmentation of the current flow is performed along the
augmenting path traced by following the vertex second labelsaugmenting path traced by following the vertex second labels
from sink to source; the current flow quantities are increasedfrom sink to source; the current flow quantities are increased
on the forward edges and decreased on the backward edgeson the forward edges and decreased on the backward edges
of this pathof this path

�� If the sink remains unlabeled after the traversal queueIf the sink remains unlabeled after the traversal queue
becomes empty, the algorithm returns the current flow asbecomes empty, the algorithm returns the current flow as
maximum and stopsmaximum and stops
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Example: ShortestExample: Shortest--AugmentingAugmenting--Path AlgorithmPath Algorithm

1 2 3

5

6
0/2 0/2

0/3 0/1

0/5

0/3 0/4

5
0/3 0/4

2,2+
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Queue: 1 2 4 3 5 6
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑

Augment the flow by 2 (the sink’s first
label) along the path 1→2→3→6

4

0/1

1 2 3

4

5

6
0/2 0/2

0/3 0/1

0/5

0/3 0/4

∞,- 2,1+
2,3+

2,2+

3,1+
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1 2 3

5

6
2/2 2/2

0/3 0/1

2/5

0/3 0/4

5
0/3 0/4

1,2+

Example (cont.)Example (cont.)
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4

0/1

1 2 3

4

5

6
2/2 2/2

0/3 0/1

2/5

0/3 0/4

∞,- 1,3-
1,5+

1,4+

3,1+

Augment the flow by 1 (the sink’s first
label) along the path 1→4→3←2→5→6

Queue: 1 4 3 2 5 6
↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
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1 2 3
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6
2/2 2/2

1/3 1/1

1/5

1/3 1/4

5
1/3 1/4

Example (cont.)Example (cont.)
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4

1 2 3

4

6
2/2 2/2

1/3 1/1

1/5

1/3 1/4

∞,-

2,1+

No augmenting path (the sink is unlabeled)
the current flow is maximum

Queue: 1 4
↑ ↑
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Definition of a CutDefinition of a Cut

Let X be a set of vertices in a network that includes its source butLet X be a set of vertices in a network that includes its source but
does not include its sink, and let X, the complement of X, be thedoes not include its sink, and let X, the complement of X, be the
rest of the vertices including the sink.  Therest of the vertices including the sink.  The cutcut induced by thisinduced by this
partition of the vertices is the set of all the edges with a tail in Xpartition of the vertices is the set of all the edges with a tail in X
and a head in X.and a head in X.
Capacity of a cutCapacity of a cut is defined as the sum of capacities of the edgesis defined as the sum of capacities of the edges
that compose the cut.that compose the cut.

�� We’ll  denote a cut and its capacity by C(X,X) and c(X,X)We’ll  denote a cut and its capacity by C(X,X) and c(X,X)
�� Note that if all the edges of a cut were deleted from theNote that if all the edges of a cut were deleted from the

network, there would be no directed path from source to sinknetwork, there would be no directed path from source to sink
�� Minimum cutMinimum cut is a cut of the smallest capacity in a givenis a cut of the smallest capacity in a given

networknetwork
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partition of the vertices is the set of all the edges with a tail in Xpartition of the vertices is the set of all the edges with a tail in X
and a head in X.and a head in X.
Capacity of a cutCapacity of a cut is defined as the sum of capacities of the edgesis defined as the sum of capacities of the edges
that compose the cut.that compose the cut.

�� We’ll  denote a cut and its capacity by C(X,X) and c(X,X)We’ll  denote a cut and its capacity by C(X,X) and c(X,X)
�� Note that if all the edges of a cut were deleted from theNote that if all the edges of a cut were deleted from the

network, there would be no directed path from source to sinknetwork, there would be no directed path from source to sink
�� Minimum cutMinimum cut is a cut of the smallest capacity in a givenis a cut of the smallest capacity in a given

networknetwork
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Examples of network cutsExamples of network cuts

1 2 3

5

6
2 2

3
1

5

3 4
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If X = {1} and X = {2,3,4,5,6}, C(X,X) = {(1,2), (1,4)}, c = 5If X = {1} and X = {2,3,4,5,6}, C(X,X) = {(1,2), (1,4)}, c = 5
If X ={1,2,3,4,5} and X = {6}, C(X,X) = {(3,6), (5,6)},  c = 6If X ={1,2,3,4,5} and X = {6}, C(X,X) = {(3,6), (5,6)},  c = 6
If X = {1,2,4} and X ={3,5,6}, C(X,X) = {(2,3), (2,5), (4,3)}, c = 9If X = {1,2,4} and X ={3,5,6}, C(X,X) = {(2,3), (2,5), (4,3)}, c = 9

4

1
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MaxMax--Flow MinFlow Min--Cut TheoremCut Theorem

�� The value of maximum flow in a network is equal to theThe value of maximum flow in a network is equal to the
capacity of its minimum cutcapacity of its minimum cut

�� The shortest augmenting path algorithm yields both aThe shortest augmenting path algorithm yields both a
maximum flow and a minimum cut:maximum flow and a minimum cut:
•• maximum flow is the final flow produced by the algorithmmaximum flow is the final flow produced by the algorithm
•• minimum cut is formed by all the edges from the labeledminimum cut is formed by all the edges from the labeled

vertices to unlabeled vertices on the last iteration of thevertices to unlabeled vertices on the last iteration of the
algorithmalgorithm

•• all the edges from the labeled to unlabeled vertices are full,all the edges from the labeled to unlabeled vertices are full,
i.e., their flow amounts are equal to the edge capacities,i.e., their flow amounts are equal to the edge capacities,
while all the edges from the unlabeled to labeled vertices, ifwhile all the edges from the unlabeled to labeled vertices, if
any, have zero flow amounts on themany, have zero flow amounts on them
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�� The value of maximum flow in a network is equal to theThe value of maximum flow in a network is equal to the
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�� The shortest augmenting path algorithm yields both aThe shortest augmenting path algorithm yields both a
maximum flow and a minimum cut:maximum flow and a minimum cut:
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Time EfficiencyTime Efficiency

�� The number of augmenting paths needed by the shortestThe number of augmenting paths needed by the shortest--
augmentingaugmenting--path algorithm never exceedspath algorithm never exceeds nmnm/2, where/2, where nn
andand mm are the number of vertices and edges, respectivelyare the number of vertices and edges, respectively

�� Since the time required to find shortest augmenting path bySince the time required to find shortest augmenting path by
breadthbreadth--first search is in O(first search is in O(n+mn+m)=O()=O(mm) for networks) for networks
represented by their adjacency lists, the time efficiency ofrepresented by their adjacency lists, the time efficiency of
the shortestthe shortest--augmentingaugmenting--path algorithm is in O(path algorithm is in O(nmnm22) for) for
this representationthis representation

�� More efficient algorithms have been found that can run inMore efficient algorithms have been found that can run in
close to O(close to O(nmnm) time, but these algorithms don’t fall into the) time, but these algorithms don’t fall into the
iterativeiterative--improvement paradigmimprovement paradigm
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Bipartite GraphsBipartite Graphs

Bipartite graphBipartite graph: a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into: a graph whose vertices can be partitioned into
two disjoint sets V and U, not necessarily of the same size, sotwo disjoint sets V and U, not necessarily of the same size, so
that every edge connects a vertex in V to a vertex in Uthat every edge connects a vertex in V to a vertex in U

A graph is bipartite if and only if it does not have a cycle of anA graph is bipartite if and only if it does not have a cycle of an
odd lengthodd length
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109876
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U
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Bipartite Graphs (cont.)Bipartite Graphs (cont.)

4 51 2 3V

A bipartite graph isA bipartite graph is 22--colorablecolorable: the vertices can be colored: the vertices can be colored
in two colors so that every edge has its vertices coloredin two colors so that every edge has its vertices colored
differentlydifferently
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109876U
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Matching in a GraphMatching in a Graph

4 51 2 3V

AA matchingmatching in a graph is a subset of its edges with the propertyin a graph is a subset of its edges with the property
that no two edges share a vertexthat no two edges share a vertex

a matching
in this graph
M = {(4,8), (5,9)}
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AA maximummaximum (or(or maximum cardinalitymaximum cardinality)) matchingmatching is a matchingis a matching
with the largest number of edgeswith the largest number of edges
•• always existsalways exists
•• not always uniquenot always unique
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Free Vertices and Maximum MatchingFree Vertices and Maximum Matching

4 5

109876

1 2 3V

U

A matching
in this graph (M)

A matched
vertex

A free
vertex
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For a given matching M, aFor a given matching M, a vertex is calledvertex is called freefree (or(or unmatchedunmatched) if) if
it is not an endpoint of any edge in M; otherwise, a vertex is saidit is not an endpoint of any edge in M; otherwise, a vertex is said
to beto be matchedmatched
•• If every vertex isIf every vertex is matchedmatched, then M is a maximum matching, then M is a maximum matching

•• If there areIf there are unmatchedunmatched oror freefree vertices, then M may be able to be improvedvertices, then M may be able to be improved

••We can immediately increase a matching by adding an edge connecting twoWe can immediately increase a matching by adding an edge connecting two
free vertices (e.g., (1,6) above)free vertices (e.g., (1,6) above)
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Augmenting Paths and AugmentationAugmenting Paths and Augmentation

AnAn augmenting pathaugmenting path for a matching M is a path from a free vertexfor a matching M is a path from a free vertex
in V to a free vertex in U whose edges alternate between edgesin V to a free vertex in U whose edges alternate between edges
not in M and edges in Mnot in M and edges in M

�� The length of an augmenting path is always oddThe length of an augmenting path is always odd
�� Adding to M the odd numbered path edges and deleting from it the evenAdding to M the odd numbered path edges and deleting from it the even

numbered path edges increases the matching size by 1 (numbered path edges increases the matching size by 1 (augmentationaugmentation))
�� OneOne--edge path between two free vertices is special case of augmenting pathedge path between two free vertices is special case of augmenting path
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Augmentation along path 2,6,1,7

1 2
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Augmenting Paths (another example)Augmenting Paths (another example)

109876

1 2 3V

U

4 5

109876

1 2 3V

U

4 5
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Augmentation along
3, 8, 4, 9, 5, 10

109876U

•• Matching on the right is maximum (Matching on the right is maximum (perfectperfect matching)matching)

•• TheoremTheorem A matching M is maximum if and only if there existsA matching M is maximum if and only if there exists
no augmenting path with respect to Mno augmenting path with respect to M
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Augmenting Path Method (template)Augmenting Path Method (template)

�� Start with some initial matchingStart with some initial matching
•• e.g., the empty sete.g., the empty set

�� Find an augmenting path and augment the currentFind an augmenting path and augment the current
matching along that pathmatching along that path
•• e.g., using breadthe.g., using breadth--first search like methodfirst search like method

�� When no augmenting path can be found, terminate andWhen no augmenting path can be found, terminate and
return the last matching, which is maximumreturn the last matching, which is maximum
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�� Start with some initial matchingStart with some initial matching
•• e.g., the empty sete.g., the empty set

�� Find an augmenting path and augment the currentFind an augmenting path and augment the current
matching along that pathmatching along that path
•• e.g., using breadthe.g., using breadth--first search like methodfirst search like method

�� When no augmenting path can be found, terminate andWhen no augmenting path can be found, terminate and
return the last matching, which is maximumreturn the last matching, which is maximum
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BFSBFS--based Augmenting Path Algorithmbased Augmenting Path Algorithm

�� Initialize queue Q with all free vertices in one of the sets (say V)Initialize queue Q with all free vertices in one of the sets (say V)

�� While Q is not empty, delete front vertexWhile Q is not empty, delete front vertex ww and label everyand label every
unlabeled vertexunlabeled vertex uu adjacent toadjacent to ww as follows:as follows:
Case 1 (Case 1 (ww is in V)is in V)

IfIf uu is free, augment the matching along the path ending atis free, augment the matching along the path ending at uu
by moving backwards until a free vertex in V is reached.by moving backwards until a free vertex in V is reached.
After that, erase all labels and reinitialize Q with all theAfter that, erase all labels and reinitialize Q with all the
vertices in V that are still freevertices in V that are still free
IfIf uu is matched (not withis matched (not with ww), label), label uu withwith ww and enqueueand enqueue uu

Case 2 (Case 2 (ww is in U)  Label its matching mateis in U)  Label its matching mate vv withwith ww andand
enqueueenqueue vv

�� After Q becomes empty, return the last matching, which isAfter Q becomes empty, return the last matching, which is
maximummaximum
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�� Initialize queue Q with all free vertices in one of the sets (say V)Initialize queue Q with all free vertices in one of the sets (say V)

�� While Q is not empty, delete front vertexWhile Q is not empty, delete front vertex ww and label everyand label every
unlabeled vertexunlabeled vertex uu adjacent toadjacent to ww as follows:as follows:
Case 1 (Case 1 (ww is in V)is in V)

IfIf uu is free, augment the matching along the path ending atis free, augment the matching along the path ending at uu
by moving backwards until a free vertex in V is reached.by moving backwards until a free vertex in V is reached.
After that, erase all labels and reinitialize Q with all theAfter that, erase all labels and reinitialize Q with all the
vertices in V that are still freevertices in V that are still free
IfIf uu is matched (not withis matched (not with ww), label), label uu withwith ww and enqueueand enqueue uu

Case 2 (Case 2 (ww is in U)  Label its matching mateis in U)  Label its matching mate vv withwith ww andand
enqueueenqueue vv

�� After Q becomes empty, return the last matching, which isAfter Q becomes empty, return the last matching, which is
maximummaximum
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Example (revisited)Example (revisited)

4 51 2 3V 4 51 2 3V

Initial Graph Resulting Graph
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Queue: 1 2 3

1

Queue: 1 2 3 Augment
from 6

Each vertex is labeled with the vertex it was reached from.  Queue deletions are
indicated by arrows.  The free vertex found in U is shaded and labeled for clarity;
the new matching obtained by the augmentation is shown on the next slide.
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Example (cont.)Example (cont.)

4 51 2 3V 4 51 2 3V

Initial Graph Resulting Graph
86
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Queue: 2 3

2

Queue: 2 3 6 8 1 4 Augment
from 7
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Example (cont.)Example (cont.)

4 51 2 3V 4 51 2 3V

Initial Graph Resulting Graph
86
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Queue: 3 Queue: 3 6 8 2 4 9 Augment
from 10

3 3 4 4
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Example: maximum matching foundExample: maximum matching found

4 5

109876

1 2 3V

U
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�� This matching is maximum since there are no remainingThis matching is maximum since there are no remaining
free vertices in V (the queue is empty)free vertices in V (the queue is empty)

�� Note that this matching differs from the maximumNote that this matching differs from the maximum
matching found earliermatching found earlier

maximum
matching

109876U
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Notes on Maximum Matching AlgorithmNotes on Maximum Matching Algorithm

�� Each iteration (except the last) matches two free vertices (oneEach iteration (except the last) matches two free vertices (one
each from V and U).  Therefore, the number of iterationseach from V and U).  Therefore, the number of iterations
cannot exceedcannot exceed nn/2/2 + 1, where+ 1, where nn is the  number of vertices inis the  number of vertices in
the graph.  The time spent on each iteration is in O(the graph.  The time spent on each iteration is in O(n+mn+m),),
wherewhere mm is the number of edges in the graph.  Hence, the timeis the number of edges in the graph.  Hence, the time
efficiency is in O(efficiency is in O(nn((nn++mm))))

�� This can be improved to O(sqrt(This can be improved to O(sqrt(nn)()(nn++mm)) by combining)) by combining
multiple iterations to maximize the number of edges added tomultiple iterations to maximize the number of edges added to
matching M in each searchmatching M in each search

�� Finding a maximum matching in an arbitrary graph is muchFinding a maximum matching in an arbitrary graph is much
more difficult, but the problem was solved in 1965 by Jackmore difficult, but the problem was solved in 1965 by Jack
EdmondsEdmonds
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Conversion to MaxConversion to Max--Flow ProblemFlow Problem

V

s

4 51 2 3

1

1
1 1 1 1

1

1
1

1

1 1 1 1 1
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�� Add a source and a sink, direct edges (with unit capacity)Add a source and a sink, direct edges (with unit capacity)
from the source to the vertices of V and from the verticesfrom the source to the vertices of V and from the vertices
of U to the sinkof U to the sink

�� Direct all edges from V to U with unit capacityDirect all edges from V to U with unit capacity

U

t

109876

1 1 1
1

1
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Stable Marriage ProblemStable Marriage Problem

There is a set Y = {There is a set Y = {mm11,…,,…,mmnn} of} of nn men and a set X = {men and a set X = {ww11,…,,…,wwnn} of} of
nn women.  Each man has a ranking list of the women, andwomen.  Each man has a ranking list of the women, and
each woman has a ranking list of the men (with no ties in theseeach woman has a ranking list of the men (with no ties in these
lists).lists).

AA marriage matchingmarriage matching MM is a set ofis a set of nn pairs (pairs (mmii, w, wjj))..
A pair (A pair (m, wm, w)) is said to be ais said to be a blocking pairblocking pair for matching M if manfor matching M if man

mm and womanand woman ww are not matched in M but prefer each otherare not matched in M but prefer each other
to their mates in M.to their mates in M.

A marriage matching MA marriage matching M is calledis called stablestable if there is no blockingif there is no blocking
pair for it; otherwise, it’s calledpair for it; otherwise, it’s called unstableunstable..

TheThe stable marriage problemstable marriage problem is to find a stable marriageis to find a stable marriage
matching for men’s and women’s given preferences.matching for men’s and women’s given preferences.
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mm and womanand woman ww are not matched in M but prefer each otherare not matched in M but prefer each other
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A marriage matching MA marriage matching M is calledis called stablestable if there is no blockingif there is no blocking
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Instance of the Stable Marriage ProblemInstance of the Stable Marriage Problem
An instance of the stable marriage problem can be specified either by two setsAn instance of the stable marriage problem can be specified either by two sets
of preference lists or by a ranking matrix, as in the example below.of preference lists or by a ranking matrix, as in the example below.

men’s preferencesmen’s preferences women’s preferenceswomen’s preferences
11stst 22ndnd 33rdrd 11stst 22ndnd 33rdrd

Bob: Lea  Ann  SueBob: Lea  Ann  Sue Ann: Jim  Tom  BobAnn: Jim  Tom  Bob
Jim:  Lea  Sue  Ann               Lea:  Tom  Bob  JimJim:  Lea  Sue  Ann               Lea:  Tom  Bob  Jim
Tom:  Sue Lea  Ann                Sue:  Jim  Tom  BobTom:  Sue Lea  Ann                Sue:  Jim  Tom  Bob

ranking matrixranking matrix
Ann  Lea  SueAnn  Lea  Sue

Bob  2,3   1,2   3,3Bob  2,3   1,2   3,3
JimJim 3,13,1 1,3   2,11,3   2,1

Tom  3,2   2,1   1,2Tom  3,2   2,1   1,2
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An instance of the stable marriage problem can be specified either by two setsAn instance of the stable marriage problem can be specified either by two sets
of preference lists or by a ranking matrix, as in the example below.of preference lists or by a ranking matrix, as in the example below.

men’s preferencesmen’s preferences women’s preferenceswomen’s preferences
11stst 22ndnd 33rdrd 11stst 22ndnd 33rdrd

Bob: Lea  Ann  SueBob: Lea  Ann  Sue Ann: Jim  Tom  BobAnn: Jim  Tom  Bob
Jim:  Lea  Sue  Ann               Lea:  Tom  Bob  JimJim:  Lea  Sue  Ann               Lea:  Tom  Bob  Jim
Tom:  Sue Lea  Ann                Sue:  Jim  Tom  BobTom:  Sue Lea  Ann                Sue:  Jim  Tom  Bob

ranking matrixranking matrix
Ann  Lea  SueAnn  Lea  Sue

Bob  2,3   1,2   3,3Bob  2,3   1,2   3,3
JimJim 3,13,1 1,3   2,11,3   2,1

Tom  3,2   2,1   1,2Tom  3,2   2,1   1,2

{(Bob, Ann)  (Jim, Lea)  (Tom, Sue)} is unstable{(Bob, Ann)  (Jim, Lea)  (Tom, Sue)} is unstable
{(Bob, Ann)  (Jim, Sue)  (Tom, Lea)} is stable{(Bob, Ann)  (Jim, Sue)  (Tom, Lea)} is stable
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Stable Marriage Algorithm (GaleStable Marriage Algorithm (Gale--Shapley)Shapley)

Step 0   Start with all the men and women being freeStep 0   Start with all the men and women being free

Step 1   While there are free men, arbitrarily select one of themStep 1   While there are free men, arbitrarily select one of them
and do the following:and do the following:
ProposalProposal The selected free manThe selected free man mm proposes toproposes to ww, the, the
next woman on his preference listnext woman on his preference list
ResponseResponse IfIf ww is free, she accepts the proposal to beis free, she accepts the proposal to be
matched withmatched with mm.  If she is not free, she compares.  If she is not free, she compares mm withwith
her current mate.  If she prefersher current mate.  If she prefers mm to him, she acceptsto him, she accepts
mm’s proposal, making her former mate free; otherwise,’s proposal, making her former mate free; otherwise,
she simply rejectsshe simply rejects mm’s proposal, leaving’s proposal, leaving mm freefree

Step 2   Return the set ofStep 2   Return the set of nn matched pairsmatched pairs
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ExampleExample

Free men:Free men:
Bob, Jim, TomBob, Jim, Tom

AnnAnn LeaLea SueSue

BobBob 2,32,3 1,21,2 3,33,3

JimJim 3,13,1 1,31,3 2,12,1

TomTom 3,23,2 2,12,1 1,21,2

Bob proposed to LeaBob proposed to Lea
Lea acceptedLea accepted
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AnnAnn LeaLea SueSue

BobBob 2,32,3 1,21,2 3,33,3

JimJim 3,13,1 1,31,3 2,12,1

TomTom 3,23,2 2,12,1 1,21,2

Jim proposed to LeaJim proposed to Lea
Lea rejectedLea rejected

Free men:Free men:
Jim, TomJim, Tom
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Example (cont.)Example (cont.)

Free men:Free men:
Jim, TomJim, Tom

AnnAnn LeaLea SueSue

BobBob 2,32,3 1,21,2 3,33,3

JimJim 3,13,1 1,31,3 2,12,1

TomTom 3,23,2 2,12,1 1,21,2

Jim proposed to SueJim proposed to Sue
Sue acceptedSue accepted
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AnnAnn LeaLea SueSue

BobBob 2,32,3 1,21,2 3,33,3

JimJim 3,13,1 1,31,3 2,12,1

TomTom 3,23,2 2,12,1 1,21,2

Tom proposed to SueTom proposed to Sue
Sue rejectedSue rejected

Free men:Free men:
TomTom
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Example (cont.)Example (cont.)

Free men:Free men:
TomTom

AnnAnn LeaLea SueSue

BobBob 2,32,3 1,21,2 3,33,3

JimJim 3,13,1 1,31,3 2,12,1

TomTom 3,23,2 2,12,1 1,21,2

Tom proposed to LeaTom proposed to Lea
Lea replaced BobLea replaced Bob
with Tomwith Tom
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AnnAnn LeaLea SueSue

BobBob 2,32,3 1,21,2 3,33,3

JimJim 3,13,1 1,31,3 2,12,1

TomTom 3,23,2 2,12,1 1,21,2

Bob proposed to AnnBob proposed to Ann
Ann acceptedAnn accepted

Free men:Free men:
BobBob
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Analysis of the GaleAnalysis of the Gale--Shapley AlgorithmShapley Algorithm

�� The algorithm terminates after no more thanThe algorithm terminates after no more than nn22 iterations withiterations with
a stable marriage outputa stable marriage output

�� The stable matching produced by the algorithm is alwaysThe stable matching produced by the algorithm is always
manman--optimaloptimal: each man gets the highest rank woman on his list: each man gets the highest rank woman on his list
under any stable marriage.  One can obtain theunder any stable marriage.  One can obtain the womanwoman--
optimaloptimal matching by making women propose to menmatching by making women propose to men

�� A man (woman) optimal matching is unique for a given set ofA man (woman) optimal matching is unique for a given set of
participant preferencesparticipant preferences

�� The stable marriage problem has practical applications suchThe stable marriage problem has practical applications such
as matching medicalas matching medical--school graduates with hospitals forschool graduates with hospitals for
residency trainingresidency training
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